New in 2024: Call for Posters in the Area of Sensors and Interfaces

The Sensor Interfaces Meeting is expanding to include poster sessions to give participants the chance to share, discuss and debate the latest trends and advances, as well as industry leading products. Accepted posters will describe sensor interfaces, architectures and concepts, and their application to new challenging areas. We encourage the submission of state-of-the-art mature, already industrialized sensor interface solutions, as well as emerging interface concepts and solutions with highly innovative and revolutionary potential.

We welcome submissions that align with the Sensors and Interface Meeting topics of interest and seek equal participation from both industry and academia. Example areas include but are not limited to:

- Sensor readout techniques, system level concepts and enabling circuits
- Sensor interface products demonstrating industry-leading performance
- Modeling and simulation of multi-domain-sensor interfaces
- Direct sensor-to-digital converters
- Sensor interfaces for health monitoring
- Sensor interfaces in extreme environments
- Sensor interfaces enabling Internet of Things (IoT)

The selection will be based on the short abstract and the preliminary poster. They will be evaluated based on technical merit and innovation as well as the potential to stimulate interesting discussions and exchange of ideas at the conference. Please submit a 200 word (max) abstract and your preliminary poster using the workshop template in pdf format. After acceptance submissions may be finalized prior to the event. Please note that a submission implies the intent of at least one author to register and attend the conference and present the poster as scheduled.